LEADERSHIP, GOVERNANCE, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND TRANSPARENCY IN PUBLIC SERVICE
Leadership

• What You Do
• How You Do It
• Who You Are
Leadership: What You Do

- Build great teams
- Delegate authority, not responsibility
- Develop the next generation
- Follow courageously

“I attended the leadership conference, Now I’m following everything they recommended.”
Leadership: How You Do It

- Learn constantly
- 360 degree view
- Communicate

“MISS HARPER—GET ME SOMEBODY TO BLAME.”
Leadership: Who You Are

- Lead by example
- Inspire
- Model integrity

"Believe me, fellows, everyone from the Pharaoh on down is an equally valued member of the team."
Leadership: Who Will You Be?

Cough!

Someone should tell Colin that being 'Churchillian' involves more than an 8" Havanna and a bottle of whisky!
Governance is made up of...
Why is Good Governance Important?

- It preserves and promotes human rights
- Good Governance benefits economic growth by lessening inequality and increasing opportunity
- To decrease corruption
Representative and Accountable Government

- The government should be democratically elected, at periodic elections, through a free and accessible elections.
Civil society works to assure participation and prevent the exclusion of the people in governance.
Freedom of Expression and Press

- The main route for taking information to the public is an independent and free media.
The Rule of Law

- The rule of law is an unqualified good with many benefits. It proposes that:
  - Government should have restraints
  - Government should not possess absolute powers
  - There should be legal controls over the government’s activities
  - No one, including government officials, should be above the law
“Good governance” requires a high degree of transparency and accountability in public and corporate processes.

Participation is important for public services to be effective.
Review: “Good Governance”

- Representative and accountable government
- Strong and pluralistic civil society
- Freedom of expression and association – civil and political liberties
- Primacy of the rule of law
- Transparency and accountability in public and corporate processes
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